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Chapter 2181: The Greatest View 

 

“Don’t worry. We’re hiding in the shadows. With Dan Qi and Huang Zichu, two of the world’s top 

hackers, following and monitoring him, are you still afraid that he’ll be kidnapped?” 

Looking at Big Brother Chi Yang’s dark handsome face, it was clear that he was tense and nervous. 

Nangong Nuannuan nestled herself into his arms and hugged his waist with both arms, comforting him 

gently. 

“Did you ask Dan Qi to protect him?” 

“Yes.” Nuannuan buried her head in Chi Yang’s chest. She smelled the refreshing and pleasant scent of 

his body. The two hours of fatigue from the surgery instantly disappeared. 

Chi Yang hugged his wife’s slender waist. He did not understand how such a slender and seemingly weak 

girl could have such explosive strength. 

“Are you tired?” Chi Yang asked gently. 

“No.” Nuannuan shook her head. As long as she hugged him, she was not tired at all. 

After confirming that his wife was not tired, Chi Yang asked with concern, “Was the surgery successful?” 

Although he was asking, Chi Yang said it with a certain tone. He knew that with his Nuannuan around, 

the surgery would definitely succeed. 

“Yes.” Nuannuan nodded. “It was very successful. Also, some time ago, I had someone make a suture 

line based on my request. This is the first time that such a suture line has been used in large-scale 

surgery. My idea turned out to be very successful. That suture line is highly dense and can adhere to 

blood vessels strongly.” 

Looking at his little woman’s sparkling eyes as she spoke, Chi Yang felt like she was the most beautiful 

woman in the world. 

He could not help but gently kiss the tip of her nose and say, “I knew that my Nuannuan was the best.” 

Nangong Nuannuan giggled and responded, “My Big Brother Chi Yang is also the best!” 

“How long are you planning to stay here?” 

Nangong Nuannuan looked at Chi Yang and said, “I told you that you could go back after you 

accompanied Leyton in for the surgery. Now that his surgery has been completed, all that’s left is for 

him to do is recover, so you can go back any time.” 

“Aren’t you going to spend more time with your dad?” Chi Yang asked with a smile. 

“I’m afraid you’ll be bored. It’s rare for you to have a holiday, and I know you want to spend all your free 

time with me.” 



Chi Yang kissed Nuannuan’s forehead, “Silly, didn’t I already tell you that my holiday plans were to 

spend time with you however you wanted? Usually, I’m busy with work and can’t spend much time with 

you. Sometimes, when I go on a mission, I spend ten days to half a month there. I owe you so much, so 

don’t mind me. As long as I’m on vacation, no matter where you go or what you want to do, as long as I 

can be with you, it’s the best thing in the world to me. It really doesn’t matter to me at all where we go. 

You’re the greatest view in the world!” 

Although Big Brother Chi Yang often said sweet words to her, such sweet words still made Nuannuan 

feel very happy. 

She smiled as she snuggled into his embrace. She raised her head and said to him, “You’re also the most 

beautiful view in my life. Wherever you are, I’ll be there.” 

Chi Yang did not speak, but the smile on his lips was very warm. The gentleness in his eyes was almost 

overflowing. 

In this world, only this girl could make him completely lose control of his emotions. As time passed, his 

love and affection for her would only grow deeper. 

Eventually, the two of them had been looking at each other for so long that they completely forgot 

about the previous topic. 

Should they continue to stay in Luntan with Duke Eton? Xu Feiyang had saved Ning Wenhao, but he was 

injured. Was his injury serious? 

Nuannuan completely forgot to ask. 

Chapter 2182: Returning to Sea District 

 

The group stayed in Luntan for another three days to keep Duke Eton company. After making sure that 

he was happier, the gang returned to Sea District on the fourth day. 

They went back partially because Sze Lingyun had found her real family, and the Wu family had found 

their daughter whom they had been separated from for 21 years. Therefore, they had to make a big fuss 

and let all the wealthy families in Sea District know about it. Sze Lingyun was the heiress of the Wu 

family. They also had to let the wealthy families in Emperor District know that Sze Lingyun was not a 

Cinderella from a humble background. Her status was worthy of her prince. 

Nangong Nuannuan received a call from Xu Feiyang. He said that he wanted the evidence she had. 

If the Xu family owed Xu Feiyang, he would seek revenge on them one by one. 

Nangong Nuannuan had been prepared to give the item to Xu Feiyang, but now that she owed War 

Leopard twelve lives, she felt bad. In the future, they would be able to extort Nuannuan over this. It was 

terrifying! 

After all, the other party had sacrificed twelve lives! 



Therefore, after discussing with Chi Yang, Nuannuan and he decided that since Xu Feiyang was so bold, 

their personal matters in the future would be their own problem. 

After getting off the plane, Nuannuan and the others received an excellent reception. 

Elder Wu, Uncle Wu, Second Uncle Wu, and Third Aunt Wu all came to greet them. 

“Lil Yun, do you feel uncomfortable from sitting on the plane for such a long time?” 

“Lil Yun, have you taken the airsickness medicine?” 

“Dad suffers from airsickness. He hasn’t been able to overcome it after so many years. Did you fly for 

more than ten hours?” 

The members of the Wu family spoke one after another, spoiling Sze Lingyun, the little princess of the 

Wu family, to the bone. 

Ever since she was young, no one had been kind to her. When she was little, she was always ill because 

no one in the Zhou family would remind her that the weather was getting cold, so she should wear more 

clothes, and no one would tell her that when the weather was hot, she should not wear so much. She 

easily caught colds. 

In the past, when she was at home, she would wear those same clothes all year round. Later, when she 

went to primary school and junior high school, she was an outstanding student in school because her 

grades were very good. The principal and her teachers felt sorry for her, so they had her classmates 

donate a lot of unwanted clothes to her. However, before high school, no one had ever cared about 

whether she was warm or not. In high school, she met Li Jingyan, so her days had largely improved since 

then. However, Li Jingyan was only her boyfriend. It was the first time that her own family cared about 

her so much. 

Sze Lingyun’s eyes reddened immediately, and she nodded vigorously. Then, she quickly shook her head 

and said, “Nuannuan’s acupuncture is very effective. Even though I was airsick, I didn’t feel it anymore 

after she performed her treatment. I didn’t need the medicine either.” 

After hearing Sze Lingyun’s words, the Wu family quickly thanked Nangong Nuannuan again. 

“Lil Yun, tomorrow is the day that you acknowledge your ancestors and return to your true family. The 

costume designer is already waiting at home. When we go back later, we’ll see which gown suits you 

and which one you like. You can wear it tomorrow.” 

“Okay. Thank you, Daddy.” 

Wu Jingzhong rubbed his daughter’s head and said, “And your name. You definitely can’t keep the 

surname Sze anymore. You have nothing to do with the Zhou family. But changing just your surname 

would make your name wonky. Do you want to change your entire name to something that suits your 

new surname? If you want, I’ll change your name when I register you in the afternoon.” 

Chapter 2183: Master Qingyun 

 



“Let’s keep the Wu Lingyun, but we’ll change the characters to have different meanings. We can do 

‘ling’, meaning ambitious and ‘yun’ meaning white clouds!” 

“Wu Lingyun?” 

Wu Jingzhong raised his eyebrows. “Little girl, isn’t that name a little too masculine?” 

“But I think this name is very cool! Since I’m a soldier, this name suits my future career very well!” 

In front of his daughter, Wu Jingzhong did not have the slightest bit of temper. Actually, after Shi 

Lingyun—no, Wu Lingyun—left to Luntan, he hired someone to come up with a name for his daughter. 

Wu Pingting’s name was actually very ordinary. However, she was named Wu Pingting because she was 

born weak. Wu Jingcheng and Zhu Tangya found a very powerful master to read her fortune, and he said 

that Pingting would have a lot of bad luck. Even though she was born into a rich and noble family, her 

fate would be unfortunate and she would not be able to bear it. Thus, she would experience several 

disasters in her life, and the chances of her surviving were slim. 

Wu Jingcheng and Zhu Tangya were scared out of their wits. They begged the master to change Wu 

Pingting’s fate, but the master said that her deck had been set from birth. If she forcefully tried to 

change it, she would only be able to change a little bit but suffer a lot in the process. Therefore, she 

would just have to adapt to the situations as they came. The master named her Pingting, saying that it 

would at least help her weaken the great disasters that would come. If she could develop a cheerful and 

optimistic personality, perhaps after experiencing a great disaster, her entire life would still be fine. At 

the same time, he also asked the Wu family to do more good deeds and help from the sideline to avert 

danger. 

Some time ago, Wu Pingting was kidnapped and raped, a crime which had been arranged by a woman 

she used to call her best friend. After suffering through this, she went crazy. The Wu family thought that 

Pingting would not be able to survive it. Who would have thought that when there was no way out, 

Nangong Nuannuan would come and cure Wu Pingting? Due to her optimistic and magnanimous 

personality, she quickly got over this matter. 

The Wu family, who thought they were about to usher in a storm, welcomed a bright spring after Wu 

Pingting’s accident. 

Based on his trust in the master, Wu Jingzhong ran back there to ask for Sze Lingyun’s name. The master 

said that he would only confirm her new name when he saw Wu Lingyun with his own eyes. 

The group returned to the Wu family, and Master Qingyun was brought over. 

Elder Wu personally welcomed him into the Wu family home. 

When he stepped into the Wu residence, Master Qingyun felt a powerful aura that could be said to be 

linked to the Buddha. 

The Wu family should have been suffering from bad luck, but because of the existence of this powerful 

aura, their fate had been reversed. 

He was extremely shocked. 



This was the first time in his life experienced such a powerful aura. 

Master Qingyun was ushered in by Elder Wu. His gaze instantly fell on the two young people in the room 

who had extremely powerful auras. 

He was 101 years old. Being able to see and hear things so clearly at his age was a marvel. 

He had been able to predict fates for a long time now. In his eyes, all the events of life were 

predetermined. 

He had seen many life arrivals and death departures and many joys and sorrows. He had already 

transcended the mortal world. 

However, when he saw Nangong Nuannuan and Chi Yang, the shock in his heart was like a monstrous 

wave. 

He could see everyone’s fates. Therefore, when he felt this powerful aura, he wanted to see these 

people’s fates. 

Chapter 2184: Immortal Qi 

 

When he looked at Nangong Nuannuan and Chi Yang, he saw a dense white and black fog respectively. 

This kind of fog only ever appeared faintly in the purest place of temples, where countless eminent 

monks had passed away. It was incredible for a person to have such an aura., let alone two. 

Just a little aura could make people feel like they were in a fairytale land on Earth. This little girl’s aura 

was so intense. It was no wonder that it could suppress the Wu family’s aura of death and disaster. 

This aura was simply incredible. 

If he was not a guest in this home, he would bow to this girl on the spot. 

This way, he would be able to obtain some of her aura. 

This aura was called ‘immortal qi’ by Buddhists. 

Master Qingyun came in and looked at Nangong Nuannuan with a shocked expression. This made Chi 

Yang unhappy. In an instant, Master Qingyun felt that the room was filled with black qi. He quickly 

looked at Chi Yang in shock. 

There were two auras that the gloomy aura of doom and death feared. One was immortal qi, which 

represented justice, and the other was demonic qi, which was above gloomy aura. Generations of 

Buddhists had tried to cultivate such auras. 

Qingyun felt it again. However, although this aura was a powerful demonic qi, it did not have that usual 

evil feeling. 

Qingyun continued to observe in puzzlement, but the more he observed, the more shocked he felt. 



Who could tell him why this black demonic qi, had an inexplicable change and slowly turned white after 

looking at it for a long time? It was a white that was much thicker and more mellow than the white aura 

from the girl’s body. 

Qingyun felt that his brain, which had served him for 101 years, was still not smart enough to 

understand this. 

He closed his eyes, opened them, and looked again. 

The aura had turned black again, but when he focused his eyes, it turned white once more. 

This was confusing!!! 

Seeing Master Qingyun’s loss of composure, Wu Maosong immediately said, “Master, let me introduce 

you. These two are distinguished guests of our Wu family. This is the commander-in-chief of the Eagle 

Special Forces, Chi Yang, and this is the eldest daughter of the Nangong family, Nangong Nuannuan.” 

Even a monk like him, who did not care about the secular world, had heard of the Eagle Special Forces. 

If he did not have a strong sense of justice, he would definitely not be able to bear hearing the name of 

the commander-in-chief of the Eagle Special Forces. 

The aura from this man’s body should be an immortal qi. However, the aura was so strong that at first 

glance, he thought it was demonic qi. 

Master Qingyun had sensed demonic qi on Chi Yang’s body, but it had no evil feeling at all. After 

confirming that it was indeed immortal qi he had, he was shocked and happy. 

Coming here was not a waste for him, as he had been able to see these two people! 

After hearing the introductions, Master Qingyun said to Chi Yang and Nangong Nuannuan with a 

chuckle, “So it’s Lieutenant General Chi and Miss Nangong. I’m sorry for my rudeness! I sensed you 

two’s extraordinary auras when I first came in just now, and it distracted me for a while. I hope 

Lieutenant General Chi and Miss Nangong won’t take offense.” 

Nangong Nuannuantrusted the godly Buddha very much. After all, she was a reborn person, so she was 

full of reverence for these illusory things. 

“You’re too kind, Master Qingyun. I’m very happy to see you, Master.” 

Seeing that his wife did not mind and that the master did not continue staring at her after apologizing, 

Chi Yang did not bother pursuing this path of jealousy. 1 

Chapter 2185: Lucky Star 

 

“Master Qingyun, you already know why I invited you here today. This is my granddaughter who has 

been separated from us for 21 years. Could you please take a look at her fate?” 



As soon as Wu Maosong finished his sentence, Wu Jingzhong added, “Master, it’s like this. My daughter 

used to be called Sze Lingyun. Now that she has changed her surname to Wu, she wants to change her 

name to Wu Lingyun, meaning ambitious cloud. Do you think that the name she likes can be used?” 

After all, it was a name that his daughter liked. His daughter was an adult, so there was not much that 

he could do about it. Wu Jingzhong just hoped that he could be his daughter’s strongest backing. 

Whatever his daughter wanted, he wanted to provide. 

Wu Lingyun did not know that choosing a name would be so troublesome. Thus, she immediately waved 

her hand at her father and said, “Dad, I was just casually saying it. If Master thinks that this name isn’t 

good, I won’t insist on it.” 

She was really not that bothered by the name change. 

Were names not just what other people used to call you? 

She really did not expect her grandfather and father to specially invite an eminent monk here to choose 

a name for her. 

Master Qingyun was a household name so big that even her small family had heard of him before. Wu 

Lingyun felt very embarrassed that they had specially invited Master Qingyun to come up with a name 

for her. 

Master Qingyun chuckled. He said without any hesitation, “Many years ago, I discovered that the Wu 

family’s fate was full of misfortune, so I gave Miss Pingting a plain name and warned them to do more 

good deeds. I was afraid of scaring you, so I didn’t tell you earlier. But when I walked through the door, I 

saw that the Wu family’s aura of death was suppressed by two powerful forces of fate. The entire Wu 

family can be said to have risen from the darkness. 

“Elder Wu and Governor Wu don’t have to worry about the future of your children and the Wu family 

anymore because the fate of the family has been completely reversed.” 

Master Qingyun’s words shocked the Wu family. Everyone looked at Nangong Nuannuan and Chi Yang. 

After all, it was Nangong Nuannuan who helped the Wu family resolve this disaster with her tyrannical 

strength. 

Moreover, Master Qingyun also said that it was two powerful fates. The Wu family could not think of 

anyone else it could be besides Chi Yang and Nangong Nuannuan. 

“Therefore, you can name Miss Wu as you like. If she likes the name Wu Lingyun, she can use this name. 

After all, the Wu family’s fates will be rising from now on. Elder Wu, the phrase, ‘good karma brings 

good results’ is very suitable here.” 

Wu Pingting clung to Nangong Nuannuan’s arm and said, “I knew Nuannuan was our family’s lucky star. I 

knew it from the start!” 

Nangong Nuannuan and Wu Lingyun could not help but laugh when they saw her smug look. 

Not long after, Wu Lingyun’s phone rang. When she saw the caller ID, her face turned slightly red. 



When Wu Jingzhong saw the caller ID, his usually calm face flushed with extreme discomfort. 

It was a call from his enemy! 

No matter how busy Li Jingyan was every day, he would find some time to show his care for Wu Lingyun. 

When she saw the call, Wu Lingyun answered it with a red face. “Hello, Jingyan.” 

“Lil Yun, are you back?” 

“Yes, yes, I’m back. Grandpa and Dad came to pick me up just now. I forgot to call you, I was just talking 

to them.” 

“It’s good that you’re back. Rest well today. Sea District has gained a lot more beauty now that you’ve 

flown in.” 

“Okay, hehe.” 

Chapter 2186: Support 

 

“I have things to do for Eagle Special Forces, so I can’t attend your family recognition banquet. I’m sorry. 

I know it’s something important to you.” 

“It’s okay. The Eagles are the most important thing. I’ve been prepared ever since I agreed to be your 

girlfriend. Jingyan, it’s really fine. Work in peace. I have my family, Nuannuan, and Brother Chi Yang. You 

don’t have to worry.” 

“Okay.” On the other end of the phone, Li Jingyan’s voice became much gentler. “My parents will be 

attending your family recognition banquet tomorrow.” 

“What?” Wu Lingyun’s eyes widened in disbelief. 

Li Jingyan’s parents? 

Li Jingyan’s father was the 12th official of the executive hall, and his mother was the young miss of the 

Xiao family. These two important figures were really going to attend her family recognition banquet? 

However, both the 12th official and the young lady of the Xiao family were not as important as Nangong 

Nuannuan and Chi Yang to Wu Lingyun. 

With so many important figures attending her family recognition banquet, her appearance as the young 

lady of the Wu family would make her name known throughout Sea District. 

“I-I only went to your house once, and I’ve only met your parents once. If they come, w-will they...” 

Li Jingyan’s deep and pleasant voice came from the other end of the phone. 

“I’ve already brought you home. Since they acknowledged you, in their eyes, you’re now the Li family’s 

future daughter-in-law. I can’t come, so let my parents come in my place. This is the respect that we 

should have for you. You don’t have to feel burdened.” 



Wu Lingyun still felt a heavy psychological burden. Although it was not yet banquet day, she could not 

help but feel nervous. 

When she hung up the phone with Li Jingyan, Wu Jingzhong had a rough idea of what had happened. 

“Lil Yun, relax. There’s no need to be nervous. Daddy’s here.” 

It was just a simple sentence, but it made Wu Lingyun’s nervous and somewhat helpless heart instantly 

calm down. 

Chi Yang also spoke. “Li Jingyan is on a mission, so he can’t come. As his superior, even though I can’t 

help him do everything he needs to do, your family recognition banquet is very important. The Eagle 

Special Forces stands behind you. So, tomorrow, you don’t have to be nervous. Just focus on being 

yourself and enjoying your congratulations.” 

It was rare for Chi Yang to talk so much in front of others, but he really was a very competent officer. In 

the absence of Li Jingyan, he was taking care of Wu Lingyun’s matters. 

Even though it was difficult to be a military wife, and she often could not be with her husband, as the 

wife of an Eagle, Wu Lingyun was very happy. 

The next day, the eldest daughter of the Wu family, Wu Lingyun, prepared for the Wu family’s family 

recognition banquet. 

Everyone woke up early that morning. Looking at the eight makeup artists in front of her, Wu Lingyun 

was a little dumbfounded. 

After all, her greatest wish had always been to escape from her family and become a free and ordinary 

person. Who could have guessed that one day, not only would she be free, but she would also become 

the eldest daughter of one of the rich and powerful families that had attended the banquet in Emperor 

District previously? This turn in her life caught her off-guard. However, looking at the beautiful clothes in 

front of her and the family that stood outside her door, Wu Lingyun felt very happy and blissful. 

After putting on her makeup, she changed into a one-shoulder white knee-high dress she had gotten 

from her grandmother’s house. It was simple, but it had a lot of elegance. 

Chapter 2187: Future Parent-in-Laws 

 

It showed off Wu Lingyun’s long neck, slender legs, and mid-length hair that hung naturally over her 

shoulders. She had a stunning four-leaf clover agate crystal white earring and necklace set. Though it 

was a very simple outfit, it highlighted her vermillion-like temperament. 

Even if she just stood still, she still looked like a beautiful painting. 

This set of white clothes would be the purest background color in that painting. 

Even though the Wu family did not have many members, the convoy today was vast and mighty. 

The luncheon was held at the most upscale six-star hotel in Sea District. This hotel was under the Wu 

group. The Wu family had put in more than enough effort for today’s banquet. Not only did they 



decorate the venue very exquisitely, but they also made sure that all the chefs were top chefs from five-

star hotels owned by the Wu group. 

The guests today surprised Wu Lingyun. 

She secretly glanced at the guests downstairs who had come to sign in, and her eyes widened. 

“Dad, how many people did you invite today?” 

“We sent invitations to all the businesses in Sea District with assets of more than 100 million and with 

good reputations. Anyone willing to come can come.” 

“How many people will come, then?” 

“Don’t worry. Dad has gotten the two largest banquet halls in this hotel. This place can easily 

accommodate 1,000 people.” 

“But I don’t think there’s enough food in the banquet hall. Almost everything here is alcoholic drinks. 

What if there isn’t enough for guests to eat?” 

Wu Jingzhong was amused by his daughter’s words. He said, “Our family doesn’t usually host grand 

banquets. Everyone here is a representative of an influential figure in Sea District. Even though many 

small entrepreneurs will come, these people are here to build a good relationship with the Wu family. 

Those who can’t get on the Wu family’s good side will try to build a good relationship with others 

businesses here. So, not many people actually really want to eat at the banquet. Most of them are 

focused on business negotiations.” 

Wu Lingyun nodded. “I see.” 

“The 12th official and his wife are here.” 

Hearing this, Wu Jingzhong hurriedly stood up. Elder Wu and Wu Jingcheng also immediately stood up 

and accompanied Wu Jingzhong to welcome them. 

Even though Xiao Yuqi was the adopted daughter of the Xiao family, she had been by Elder Xiao’s side 

ever since she was young. She had studied criminal investigation and was now a professor at the 

National University of Defense Technology. Both her temperament and aura were very strong. 

Xiao Yuqi’s husband, Li Heyi, was the 12th official of the executive hall. He was a popular candidate for 

the next president. 

The fact that these two people were able to attend Wu Lingyun’s family recognition banquet was very 

good for Wu Lingyun and the Wu family. 

Even though the Wu family was a top-notch wealthy family in Haizhou, they were nothing compared to 

the four great wealthy families of Emperor District. This couple was formidable-with one being the 

daughter of one of the four great wealthy families of Emperor District and the other someone who was 

very likely to become the next president, or at the very least, the vice president. Such people attending 

the Wu family’s banquet brought a qualitative increase in the status of the Wu family in the hearts of 

the people. 



“Hello, Uncle Li. Hello, Aunty Xiao. Thank you for coming to my banquet.” 

Li Heyi and Xiao Yuqi were both very easy to talk to, especially Xiao Yuqi. Since she was born to humble 

beginnings, she liked her son’s girl. 

Chapter 2188: Indulging in Gossip 

 

This was the woman who had saved their son’s life, so Xiao Yuqi had always treated Wu Lingyun very 

well. 

Now that they knew that Wu Lingyun was actually the daughter of one of the most wealthy families in 

Sea District and had a similar social status to their Li Jingyan, Li Heyi and Xiao Yuqi were naturally even 

happier. 

They only had one son, Li Jingyan, and he was so outstanding. Of course they wanted their son to be 

able to find a girl that matched his status. However, they knew the importance of loving your partner. 

Therefore, even though they always felt regretful about Wu Lingyun’s social status, they acknowledged 

the two of them’s relationship on account of their son’s love for the girl and the fact that the girl was 

their son’s savior. 

Looking at this beautiful girl, who was even more beautiful when all dolled up, Li Heyi and Xiao Yuqi felt 

that their son’s relationship was perfect. 

Xiao Yuqi walked up to hold Wu Lingyun’s hand and said, “Child, congratulations on finding your family. 

Today is one of the most important days of your life. Jingyan was supposed to be with you today, but 

because he’s on a mission, he couldn’t come, so he asked your Uncle Li and me to come instead. I hope 

you can be happy today and every day in the future too.” 

“Thank you, Aunt Xiao.” Wu Lingyun looked at Li Jingyan’s parents, feeling like the happiest girl in the 

world. 

Xiao Yuqi took a velvet box out of her bag and handed it to Wu Lingyun. She said, “This is for you. It’s a 

small token of appreciation from your Uncle Li and I.” 

Wu Lingyun glanced at her father. After Wu Jingzhong’s nod, she thanked the two of them and accepted 

the gift. 

Then, Wu Maosong walked up to Li Heyi and greeted him and his wife. “Mr. Li, Mrs. Li, thank you for 

coming. Please come in.” 

Li Heyi and Xiao Yuqi greeted the members of the Wu family one by one before following them into the 

lounge on the upper floor of the banquet hall. 

Unexpectedly, when they arrived upstairs, they saw a group of law enforcement officers entering the 

banquet hall. They did not know what to say. Everyone inside looked surprised inside. 

Wu Jingzhong frowned slightly and said to Li Heyi and his wife, “Mr. Li, Mrs. Li, I’ll go down and take a 

look. You guys can go to the lounge to rest first. The banquet will start soon.” 



“It’s okay. We’re all family. Let’s go down and take a look together.” 

Wu Jingzhong was the governor of Sea District, after all. These enforcement officers actually dared to 

charge in so boldly! Li Heyi instinctively wondered if the Shi family was blackmailing the Wu family. 

Putting aside the fact that he had a good relationship with the Wu family, Wu Jingzhong was his 

supporter. Previously, when Wu Jingzhong was in trouble, Zhu Tangya came to him for help, saying that 

it was very likely that they would become in-laws in the future. Li Heyi could not stand by and watch the 

Wu family get bullied by the Shi family. 

Seeing that Li Heyi was clearly going to support his family, Wu Jingzhong was very grateful and did not 

argue. He nodded and said, “Okay, thank you very much, Mr. Li.” 

As the group walked downstairs, Nangong Nuannuan, who was in the room, also saw the situation 

below with her X-ray vision. She held Chi Yang’s hand and said, “Let’s go, Big Brother Chi Yang. I wanna 

poke my nose into their business!” 

Having been with Nuannuan for so long, Chi Yang had learned her language. He knew what Nuannuan 

meant by that. 

Although he was not interested in gossip, his wife was, so he would definitely indulge in it with her. 

Chapter 2189: Always Two Different Cases 

 

He stood up and followed his wife downstairs. 

Seeing Wu Jingzhong and his entourage slowly walking down the large spiral staircase, the law 

enforcement officers brought more than a dozen people to block his way. He clearly could not see that 

the people behind the Wu family were Li Heyi and his wife. The police officer said loudly, “Mr. Wu 

Jingzhong, we suspect that you have something to do with a case of the executive hall’s network being 

hacked. Please have you and your family come with us.” 

Even though the news of Wu Jingzhong being framed had spread around the executive hall a few days 

ago, the public did not know that. They just thought that he had been released from questioning. 

Now that they were hearing that the Wu family had hacked into the executive hall’s network and that 

the people from the Ministry of Justice were coming to arrest them, the guests were instantly 

dumbfounded. 

Would anything happen to the Wu family? 

Would they be hated for coming to the Wu family’s banquet today? 

Especially those who knew a little bit of the inside story. They were grasping at even more straws. Could 

it be that Wu Jingzhong had gotten himself out but dragged Lan Weisong in? Was the Shi family coming 

to cause trouble for the Wu family now? 

The shocking words of these officers made many of the guests want to leave. 



Faced with the law enforcement officer’s aggression, Wu Jingzhong was unfazed. He asked with a smile, 

“You said that you’re from the Ministry of Justice?” 

“Yes.” 

“Please show me your documents.” 

“Is Governor Wu doubting me?” 

Wu Jingzhong smiled slightly. “I wouldn’t dare. But you guys have come from the Ministry of Justice to 

arrest me personally. Don’t you need to show me your documents? After all, as you all have seen, today 

was supposed to be a great day for the Wu family. If some idiots attempt to sabotage it, how will the Wu 

family answer to so many guests?” 

“Governor Wu dared to hack the executive hall’s network, and now he dares to do this. It seems he is 

indeed fearless.” After saying that, the officer pulled his work certificate from his clothes. 

“I’m Guo Langming, the director of the Fifth Department of the Ministry of Justice. We suspect that you 

and the Wu family are related to a case of the executive hall’s network being hacked. Please cooperate 

with the investigation and come with us.” 

Wu Jingzhong still refused to leave. He smiled and said, “But I remember that the president released me 

from the Ministry of Justice. After that, he specifically called me and praised my contributions to Sea 

District. He even said that he would protect me and other people like me in the future. Do you mean do 

say that the president’s words meant nothing? Or do I have a misunderstanding of how the Ministry of 

Justice works? make people like me bleed and cry. “Why is it that the president’s words are useless? Or 

is it that I have some misunderstanding about the judicial court? Can you guys ignore the president’s 

words now?” 

“Mr. Wu Jingzhong, I am a member of the Ministry of Justice. I have reason to suspect that you and the 

Wu family are involved in this hacking case. The president let you out because you did not know about 

the construction of that road. You’re innocent on that charge. But that only means that you didn’t build 

that road. It doesn’t mean that you’re innocent in this case too. So, please don’t try to use the 

president’s words here.” 

Wu Jingzhong still smiled and asked, “So you mean to say that Mr. President released me from the 

Ministry of Justice and then immediately asked you to arrest me again because these are two different 

cases?” 

“These were always two different cases.” 

“But if I’m guilty no matter what, why didn’t you keep me locked up? Why did you release me and let 

me clear my name before arresting me again now?” 

Chapter 2190: Slowly Descending 

 

“Is the president careless, or is the Ministry of Justice? Don’t you think it’s a waste of resources for the 

judicial court to repeatedly release then catch so-called criminals again like this?” 



“Mr. Wu Jingzhong!” Guo Langming reprimanded in a low voice. He was very displeased. 

This time, Wu Jingzhong did not smile either. He looked at Guo Langmind with a dignified expression 

and berated, “Mr. Guo Langming, you did this to yourself. No one asked you to do this. Today is a great 

day for the Wu family. Are you sure you want to bear the crime of disturbing public order today over a 

foolish matter?” 

“Foolish matter?” Guo Langming repeated unhappily. 

“Isn’t it one? I was personally released by the president. I believe that the president didn’t ask you to 

immediately arrest me again after I was released. Arresting me is your Ministry’s decision. But you also 

said that the Wu family is suspected of being involved in the case of the executive hall’s network being 

hacked. I’m the Governor of Sea District. I was officially reinstated. You want to arrest me and my family 

in front of so many people just because you suspect me? In front of our own guests? Are you sure you’re 

not here as a joke?” 

Wu Jingzhong’s words made a trace of guilt flash across Guo Langming’s eyes. Although this guilty look 

was fleeting, it was clearly caught by Wu Jingzhong and Li Heyi, Chi Yang, and Nangong Nuannuan, who 

was behind him. 

“I am the governor of Sea District. My reputation is not to be tarnished by anyone. If you want to arrest 

me, you have to produce evidence. Even if it’s just evidence to frame me, you have to have some. 

Otherwise, how can I do my job if you come to me today and say that you suspect me and my family of 

being involved in a hacking? Do you want to arrest and release me tomorrow again because of another 

road incident? I’m not a normal person? I don’t need face or reputation. I am the governor, appointed 

by the government. I am a public servant elected by the people, and I have done everything in my life 

with a clear conscience. What right do you have to come to me and say that you want to arrest me 

because you have doubts about something? Who gave you the confidence to do that? I will say this 

today. Unless you get an official arrest warrant, unless the president personally video-calls me and says 

that he wants you to arrest me, I’ll rule you out as disturbing public order today. Not only will I not go 

with you, but I’ll also ask the police department to come here and arrest you.” 

“How dare you! Wu Jingzhong, I am from the Fifth Department of the Ministry of Justice!” 

“So what? Can the Fifth Department of the Ministry of Justice can arrest people as they please? Didn’t 

the division of labor just rearrange the port last week? How come I didn’t know that the people from the 

Fifth Department of the Ministry of Justice had the right to arrest the governor of Sea District?” 

Suddenly, someone behind the Wu family spoke. Guo Langming stretched his head back and looked 

behind him. A man was slowly walking down the stairs. 

Because he had been on the stairs all this time, the man looked to be slowly descending. After a second 

glance, Guo Langming could see the man’s face clearly. 

His eyes instantly widened. 

“Official... Official Li?!” 



Li Heyi nodded and said, “I’m Li Heyi. You say that you’re the director of the Fifth Department of the 

Ministry of Justice, Guo Langming. I want to ask Director Guo, because as far as I know, the Ministry of 

Justice had a division of responsibilities last week...” 

 


